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– Part One –

Offensive Coins: Heads Or Tails?
(Or the Stauffer numismatic pseudo-evidence)

T

He suggestion in the years 29-31/2 CE Pontius Pilate had Roman symbols depicted
on Judean coins for the first time to deliberately offend Judeans’ religious and
national sensibilities (namely Pharisees’, Essenes’, Sadducees’, Zealots’ and
Sicarii’s), was first put forward by German protestant theologian and numismatist,

Ethelbert Stauffer1 in 1952. According to the latter, the issue of Pilate’s coinage for local use
was part and parcel of a conspiracy masterminded by Sejanus, Tiberius’s alleged prefect of
the Praetorian Guard and a supposedly dedicated anti-Judeans. Sejanus, as the theory-like
speculation goes, appointed Pilate in 26 CE as governor of Judaea to use him as a tool and
provoke Judeans into revolt so that they could be crushed with military might and the race be
exterminated. No less.
At the dawn of the 21st c. CE, the Sejanus’s conspiracy hypothesis with its immediate-postNazi strong coloration is dismissed among Biblical scholarly circles as unlikely2. From time
to time though, Stauffer’s so-called ‘numismatic evidence’ resurfaces in Biblical coin guides
and forums, Shroud literature and blogs as remnant of his fanciful reasoning. American
former medical journalist now ‘leading expert in ancient and Biblical coins and artifacts’3,
David Hendin does seem himself to be totally unaware of his reliance on Stauffer’s Christ and
the Caesars as a source of error. Whence sadly enough, it has been currently pushed as ‘a
numismatic fact’ the simpulum (or libation bail) and lituus (or augur’s short curved wand)
motifs on Pilate’s coins, were offensive pagan symbols and even contravened to the Halakha
(Judean Law).
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Now, irrespective of the putative or real very partial fingerprint-like appearance of these
coins on the Turin Shroud4, the true fact remains ‘the Stauffer numismatic evidence’ can be
contradicted by literary sources (namely the Torah, Talmud, and the Gospels), numismatics
‘archaeoperception’ and archaeology, whether implicitly or explicitly:
In his book, Stauffer just identified the carved wand with a ‘priestly staff’ and ‘offensive
sceptre’5 and incidentally confused the simpulum with the very different ‘patera5 or sacrificial
bowl’, which suffice to show how hollow is his claim that the two symbols depicted on the
Pilate coin type obverses were ‘offensive’ and how uncritically some ‘ancientcoinies’ and
‘shroudies’ have been handling the so-called ‘numismatic evidence’ so far.
Most distinctive is the absence of any depiction of any imperial effigy or figures of living
creature throughout Pilates’s entire series of small bronze coins minted in Tiberius regnal
years 16th-18th. The coinage in question only focuses on symbols either man-made (such as a
curved and spiralled wand, a bail with an angular handle and a laurel wreath) or natural (ears
of barley). The obvious explanation is that Pilate as the issuing authority strictly conformed to
the Halakha (Judean law) i.e. he did exclude all human and animal representations to abide by
the second Commandment not to make graven images.
In this light, the coins do attest that the Roman governor was officially dedicated to
protecting Judaism as religio licita6 by avoiding anything that could give offence to the
religious prejudices and national feeling of Judeans. Most obviously, the Roman prefect did
learn his lesson from ‘the insignia (standards) incident’7: Judean religion and politics were
inextricably bound up together as two facets of a single way of life. Had Pilate really meant to
provoke Judeans into revolt or offend their religious sensibilities via his bronze coinage, he
would have put the emperor’s profile on the two coin type obverses, which is not the case.
Besides, had Pilate’s coins been unduly offensive, Judeans would have not used them well
after they were struck (till the First Judean Revolt in 66-70 CE8) but would have them
replaced in 36 CE if not as early as the very year of their issue in 29 CE, which is not the case
either.
According to the Talmud (Bek. viii. 7; Tosef., Ket. xii.), all sacred taxes were to be paid in
Tyrian currency (that was the only acceptable in the Time of the Gospels), which means 1st c.
CE even devout Judeans used to throw (into some of the appropriate trumpet-like shaped
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chests in the vaulted treasury chamber inside the very Jerusalem Temple), Tyrian silver coins
bearing, on its obverse, the head of the Phoenician chief deity Melkart portrayed as a Grecian
Heracles wearing a laurel wreath on his head and a lion skin on his shoulders and, on its
reverse, a fierce eagle facing left, striding over a ship’s prow (as Tyro port’s symbol of
sovereignty), and around the legend in Greek, TYPoYIEPAΣ KAIAΣYΛoY (“of Tyro the
holy and [city] of refuge”). Now man and animal representations (see below), such as a
foreign god (or any likeness of man) and an eagle, are Torah prohibitions.

Tyro and Jerusalem minted tetradrachmas or shekels thrown into the Jerusalem Temple treasure chamber

How come then Second Temple period Rabbis considered the very fulfilling of the ‘holy
half-shekel’ Commandment could supersede the violation incurred in using a ceremonial coin
featuring clearly pagan symbols?
How come Judeans entered the image of a foreign god into the Holy Temple, an act that
only a few generations before sparked the Maccabean Revolt?
How come the Sages went as far as issuing the decree, as recorded in the Talmud, that only
the Tyrian shekel was acceptable in the Temple?
Answer: Roman sovereignty over Judaea as a historically exceptional circumstance made it
necessary. Under Roman law (i.e. well even before Pontius Pilate’s time) no Judean motifs
were allowed on non-bronze coins. In early Herodian/Idumean time, Judeans were not
allowed to mint silver coins while in late Herodian/Idumean time, they were allowed to mint
only silver coins (shekels and half-shekel) with the motif of the Tyrian Shekel.

Jerusalem minted shekel and half-shekel

For instance, a half-shekel was the weight of silver due from every Hebrew male over 20 as
payment for the annual Temple Tax. Thus even devout Judeans had no choice if they wanted
to fulfil the Commandment with a nearly pure silver coinage. For such was their priority then.
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Since Second Temple period devout Judeans had to accept silver coins featuring man and
animal representations in contravention with the Second Commandment on graven images,
how could they have rejected as offensive small bronze coins featuring inanimate objects in
abidance with the same Commandment? It just could not have made sense.
Reminder One: “in the second century BCE, Rome, the ruling power, operated two mints in the Mediterranean
region, one in Phoenicia at Tyro, and the second at Antioch. The mint in Tyro produced Tyrian Shekels and
Half-Shekels of 95% silver purity, between the years 127 BCE and 19 BCE. In the year 19 BCE Rome closed the
mint in Tyro and began to import an inferior silver coinage from the Far East consisting of 80% pure silver. The
religious leaders in Israel, realizing that the new coinage was not sufficiently pure to fulfil the Commandment of
giving the Holy Half-Shekel appealed to the Emperor for permission to produce a ceremonial coin of sufficient
purity to fulfil their religious obligations. The Rabbis received special dispensation to produce the requisite
coinage on condition that they continue with the motif of the Tyrian Shekel, so as not to arouse objections within
the Roman Empire that the Judeans were granted “autonomy” to mint their own coinage.”
Reminder Two: “In the [very] ruins of Qumran, the archaeological site located nearest the caves and thought by
most scholars to be [an Essenian] settlement, a team led by French archaeologist Roland de Vaux discovered a
hoard of 561 silver coins which had been stored in three pots within one of the rooms. The hoard was almost
entirely of Tyrian tetradrachmas [or shekels].”
Tables A 3. Ambivalent reading of Pilate aniconic lepton and dilepton obverse central devices seen right
side up

=

Simpulum
(Roman wine libation « bail »)
with angular handle
(hemmed opening paunchy
body and base hem)
OR
Square Hebrew ‘Bet-Nun’
monogram-shaped like
mizb’eah (Judean horned
« altar ») in iconic reduction
topping saph (blood pouring
bronze « basin »)
with base hem
Lituus
(Roman « augur’s [short curved
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=
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Judean attitude towards imperial/such images varied, to some degreeShevet
according
to the ways
crooked staff-shaped like
liberal and conservative Pharisees actually viewed these objects.« Sceptre
A great
of
of Judah deal
»
misunderstanding surrounds the role these images played, especially in the Second Temple
period burial rite.
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The illustrative table above is in favour of an interpretation that views Pilate coin obverse
two central devices namely the lituus and simpulum through the bifocal-lens of Roman and
Judean sensibilities. Not only do the coin obverses depict what appears to be two Roman
insignia but the latter also do resemble Judean othoth or “engraved signs”. Actually, there
was/is no clear cut line between them.
The Roman lituus seen, right side up, through the eyes of a Judean as mere curved spiralled
wand/staff e.g. could as well, once seen nearly upside down and connected to the final sigma
(C) of the inscription KAICAPOC, have conjured up the form of a bronze snake (creative
vision), symbol of divine Salvation and/or the imagery of the incident of Aaron’s staff turning
into a serpent (Shemot 7:8-13) to devour the serpent-rods owned by the Pharaoh’s magicians.
Seen as ‘a rod’, in Hebrew shevet, it could refer to ‘a symbol of authority in the hands of a
ruler’s. As shevet it is also translated ‘sceptre’ in Amos 1:5,8 and as ‘an instrument of
warfare’ by Messiah at the establishment of his Kingdom. "But with righteousness shall He
judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth: and He shall smite the
earth with the rod (shevet) of His mouth..." (Isaiah 11:4). In Gen. 49:10, shevet is generally
translated ‘sceptre’ – depicting the rule and authority of Judah: “The sceptre (ruling rod) shall
not depart from Judah… until Shiloh (= The Messiah) comes” to whom the ruling authority
“over the nations” belongs. In Numbers 24:17, it refers to those of Israel: “A star rises from
Jacob, a sceptre comes forth from Israel”. The word shevet also has a synonym: matteh –
meaning both ‘rod’ and ‘tribe’. It occurs 251 times in Tanach, the Hebrew Bible. As ‘staff’ it
signifies authority or power (over another nation). And as such it is used in reference to the
messianic rule (see Ps 110:2).
As to the Roman simpulum, seen through the eyes of a Judean, the latter would/could
recognize a Jerusalem Temple symbol in the design of a bronze saph or blood pouring basin
either topped by the square Hebrew monogram ‘Bet-Nun’ for “House of Perpetuation =
Jerusalem Temple”, ‘Be-Nun’, “In Perpetuation” or ‘Ben-Nun’, “Son of the 50 [gates of
understanding/holiness]” = “Wise man” or else at the foot of a horned sacrificial altar
iconically reduced to its right corner and base and as if standing in the background.
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Because of the very ambivalence nay confusion the isolated simplified Pilate coin central
devices could create with Judean symbols and signs, it is most unlikely a common or devout
Judean could easily and definitely recognize as sovereignty symbols, worship implements that
represent some aspect of the values, norms or ideals perceived to be inherent in the religious
section of Roman culture; a religious section that most likely was totally alien to him. Thus,
symbolically speaking, to the eye of a common or devout Judean none of the Roman motifs
could have been obvious at first, second and even third sight to the two sole possible
exceptions of a Hakham (“Wise man”) well versed in the imperial cult or a Roman citizen
from Judean origin.
Most misleadingly, David Hendin identified Alexander Janneus 103-76 CE bronze halfprutah or lepton with the widow’s mite (see Mark 12: 41-44 and Luke 21: 1-4) when it is far
from being the sole and best candidate to such an identification (actually they are three or
four!). The fun fact is both the Alexander Janneus and the Pilate simpulum lepton types are
commonly known as the ‘widow’s mite’ today!
Reminder: For local use, the procurators issued small bronze coins, similar in style to those of the
Hasmonean and Idumean/Herodian dynasties. In fact, it seems that in Judea, as in Egypt, the emperors wished
to be considered simply as successors of the former kings, and therefore continued the local coinage as a matter
of course, avoiding anything which could give offence to the national feeling and to the religious prejudices of
Judeans. The brass coins in question have the name of the reigning emperor (sometimes of another member of
the imperial family) and a regnal year; but they have neither an imperial effigy nor figures of living creatures.

Such coins provide some interesting variations on how the imperial symbols were
understood to function and how the dangers they posed to Judeans who wished to resist
idolatry, were cleverly avoided as each side adopting a Roman- or Judean-centred view, the
motifs could take on different acceptations. Judeans attitude toward imperial/such images
might have varied to some degree according to the way mostly liberal and conservative
Pharisees actually viewed these objects. A great deal of misunderstanding surrounds the role
the images played especially in the Judean funerary customs, rites and practices in the Second
Temple period.
Specifically (i.e. as the exception that proves the rule), in the Roman province of Judea the
image of the emperor was not stamped intentionally on small thin bronze coins as Judeans
were to use them on a daily basis, throw them into the Temple treasure chamber or
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sporadically place them on their defunct’ body or at its feet on burials (see Rahmani, Hachlili,
Killebrew and Greenhut).
In light of archaeology, ‘archaeoperception’, literary sources (namely the Torah, Talmud,
and the Gospels) and numismatics, there is absolutely no good reason to claim that the Pilate
coin lituus and simpulum symbols were particularly offensive to the Second Temple period
Judeans. This is nothing but a numismatic and pseudosindonological myth.
Indeed the fact remains on Pilate coin reverses and obverses as well, the “aniconic
ambivalent designs” –whether well or badly executed– did possess a conventional
recognisability as crown, ears-of-barley, curved-wand/staff and bail signs that were common
to both Romans and Judeans and thus in agreement with their respective sensibilities. For the
sake of good archaeology, they should not be viewed in a ‘frozen’ Roman/Pagan reference
frame at the expense of a ‘creative’ Judean one, as sadly is currently the case in Shroud
literature and blogs.

1. – See his Christus und die Caesaren, Wittig Verlag, Hamburg 1952; Christ and the Caesars, S.C.M., Ltd, Press,
London1955; Christ and the Caesars, Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1955. 2. – See e.g. Helen K. Bond’s Pontius Pilate in
history and interpretation. 3. – See the Wikipedia David Hendin’s entry and his Biblical Coin Guide, pp. 416-418. 4. - It as
yet to be confirmed by more solid eidomatic numismatic crucial evidence see Max Patrick Hamon’s Torun research paper, Turin Shroud:
The third face of the coins-over-eyes issue or A full reappraisal of very intriguing tiny patterns, 2011. 5. – See Stauffer ibid. American ed.
pp. 118-119. 6. - Judaism was considered a permitted religion (religio licita) under Roman rule. 7. - During the night, secretly and under
cover, Pilate had offensive imperial eagle standards (or insignia) with an effigy of Tiberius attached under each of them conveyed into the
Holy City to assert Roman sovereignty over Judaea. As the Judeans were ready to be killed rather than transgress the Law that do not to
permit any graven image to be set up in the City, Pilate ordered the standards to be removed from Jerusalem forthwith and brought them
back to Caesarea. 8. - Pilate coins were retrieved, among other coins, from the remains of dwellings destroyed by the Romans during the
First Judean Revolt. Thus it would seem that Pilate’s money was in current use for at least 35 years.
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